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close to the point where America and Russia could destroy 

each other to any desired degree and therefore one would perhaps think 

that the arms race is about to come to an end. In fact a new arms race 

¥-:. 
might be just around the corner. ~~7:1~;. , 

~e.- ~p.A/'-' ~ ~~~~.::J.:~ 
L Russia might e. plo anti-m· m:_ssiles ine&:lse~s~ ~~ 

7 ~~ (;;; ~-- :£.- ~L ~, ,ceo;(.,r ~ 
~~ of her rocket-launching ~~ ~r - h ; d~o be effective it ~~ 
Z is only necessary to prevent a ground burst of the incoming rockets and 

't-l, this is, quite possibly, an attainable goal. ~ ~$~~~~ 1he 
'-./{ ~- -~~ _ __) - - --
7'- Administrati~~o:&::::r±na itself under Congl?essional pressure to double, 

or triple,the number of Minutemen scheduled to be built in order to 

overcome Russia's defense of her bases. 

Russia might go further and might deploy anti-missile missiles also 

for the defense of some ·-of her larger cities. If she does, we would be 

forced to do likewise. There is this difference however: Russia could 

deploy anti-missile missiles around a few of her largest cities and stop 

there, but if we deployed anti-missile missiles around any of our cities, 

the Administration would be under pressure to deploy such missiles 

around every one of our cities. 

Fall-out could kill most people in a city if Russia were to explode 

suitably-constructed bombs at some distance from the city and it would 

make little sense for us to deploy anti-missile missiles around our citie: 

without also embarking on a program of building fall-out shelters for 

the protection of the population of these cities. The cost of an adequat( 

fall-out shelter program may be estimated at about $50 billion. 

Economic considerations migpt slow Russia's build up of her anti-

~~ytv(h~~l ( l&1llC!~ ) /I'Yf fv'~~ 
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missile defenses sufficiently to make it possible for us as yet to 
Russia 

avoid such a new arms race, by reaching an agreement with t~fojppfrt~t/ 

PPAPP on a cut-off in the production of bombs and rockets. 

agree to such a 

step - if America and Russia were to reach a meet

ing of the minds on reducing their strategic striking forces, step by 

step, to a level just sufficient to inflict "unacceptable'it' ·damage in a 

counterblow,in case of a strategic strike directed against their terri-

tory. 

An agreement providing for a reduction of America's and Russia's 

~trategic striking forces to such a "minimal" level would also have to 

provide for adequate measures of inspection. It would take very 

stringent measures of inspection indeed to make sure that no bombs and 
remain hidden 

rockets whatever ~t¢1¢¢¢t¢t~flt¢t~l~¢~ in Russia, but as long as we 

retain a striking force large enough to inflict unacceptable damage on 

Russia in a counterblow we could be satisfied with rather limited 

measures of inspection. In this case we would need to have just enough 

inspection to make sure that Russia would not secretly retain a strategic 

striking force large enough to be capable of destroying a significant 

portion of the "minimal" striking forces which we retain. The same 

considerations also hold true, of course, in the reverse for Russia. 

Many of those who joined the Kennedy Administration in 1961 have 

come to believe that we would be much more secure in the years to come 

if we concluded with Russia an agreement based on the concept of the 
Russia 

minimal deterrent. In the course of the last year ~qj$qy~q~/V~~Q~ 

has accepted the notion that America as well as Russia may retain a 
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small strategic striking force, until the "end of the third stage" of 
the "disarmament agreement•• and that inspection shall not be limited 
to equipment which is to be destroyed,but be extended also to equipment 
which is being retained. 

We shall have to explore whether the Russians mean the same thing 
as we do when they appear to accept the principly of the "minimal 
deterrent." vJe shall be able to discover this however only if we first 

,.J fi d h 1 h ~0~. . 1 ·I' n out w at we mean ourse ves w en we ~n1s pr1nc1p e. 

* * * 
We may as well start out by asking ourselves how large the strategic 

forces retained would need to be in order to fulfill their function. 
of one If Russia retained twelve rockets and bombs, pp to three megatons 

each, which could reach their target 1 then Russia's counterblow could 
demolish twelve of our largest cities totaling over 25 million inhabi
tants. Clearly, this would be unacceptable damage, since in none of 
the conflicts which may be expected to arise in the foreseeable future 
would we be willing to pay such a price for the sake of attaining the·: 
political objectives involved. 

Because Russia has fewer large cities, we might have to retain 
about 40 bombs, if our retaliatory counterblow is to demolish Russian 
cities housing over 25 million people. 

range rockets and submarine-based rockets, within the limitations set 
by the agreement. 

The warheads carried by anti-missile missiles may have to be 
limited to~erhaps twenty kilotons each and to a total of say three 
megatons) for Russia and for America alike. The deployment of anti-missile 
missiles around cities may have to be prohibited. 



·. !11--~ ~0 ~ #£ ~~""'~v:t~~ /4-A:.o/-- ~ 
fn Mder < €) se:e:=why we need to reduce /t/nlel /l/e/vle/11~/o/f/ th trategic 

~ ~~ ,t;} -- - ,Lc .. ~~~ 
II d 6 II striking forces down to the level of the minimal eterrent, e mast c:l/ 

eKambR~ the perils we face to-day and the even greater perils that we 

shall face when we reach the end of the current transitional period. 

Had a conflict between Russia and America led to an armed clash 

~ few years ago, and had at some point along the line of escalation, 

lussia made a sudden attack agai~ America's strategic air bases and 

~ocket bases, then America's~residual striking capacity ijwould have been 

sufficient to demolish, in a counterblow, all of Russia's sizeable 

;ities. But, if conversely, America had made such an attack against 

Russia's air bases and rocket bases of known location, Russia's residual 

~ounterblow could not have caused any comparable destruction. 

To-day, America's strategic atomic striking forces are presumably 

still superior to those of Russia, by a factor of perhaps between three 

1nd ten, in the number of hydrogen bombs that they could deliver and, 

?resumably, America could maintain this kind of numerical superiority in 

the years to come. She could not however, by doing so, keep Russia from 

steadily increasing her "residual striking capacity." In recent years, 

1ussia has steadily proceeded with the hardening of her rocket-launching 

sites and the building of additional submarines, capable of launching long

:-ange rockets. To-day, she has reached the point where her "residual 

-;ounterblow" would be sufficient to demolish most of America's major cities 

1n the Eastern Seaboard and some of her cities in the West. This is a 

)( ligher price than America would be willing to pay for reaching ..;w 3 &f her 
fVVI-7 ,tt.f-~ )Olitical objectives, in~the conflicts that might be expected to occur 

ln the predictable future. In other words, to-day Russia's "residual 

striking capacity" would be sufficient to inflict "unacceptable damage" 
Conversely, 

Jn America.; America's residual striking capacity would be sufficient 

to-day to demolish all of Russia's cities of over 100,000. 
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It might be true that to-day America would still be able to recover 

from an all-out atomic war, whereas Russia would lose all of her cities of 

over 100,000 and th~Go~~£[~~,~~estruction of her society from which she 

~ would not recover. ~~::: e0tt±d-demolish all of America's cities of over 

-i:eO,OOO to-day only if she were to rcesort to a massive first st~g-a-ins. 

·our~-

In the situation in which we find ourselves at present we no longer 

try to "deter" Russia with threatening a massive strategic strike 

against her cities. We realize that to-day such a threat would come 

very close to being a threat of murder and suicide and clearly a threat 

of this sort would not be believable in any conflict in which major 

American interests might be at stake, but not America's existence as a 

nation. Instead, we are currently maintaining a military posture which 

threatens to lead step by step to an escalation of the war and ultimately 

to our accepting 1 ~nacceptable ' 1 damage, in return for the virtually complete 

destruction of Russia's society. "Vle~nta:~s ·~~;; posture in 

order to discourage Russia from embarking on any military conquest. 

Right after the Second VJorld War the security of Western Europe 

was threatened by the combination of communist pressure from the inside 

and the possibility of a Russian military intervention from the outside. 

To-day the Russians would be exceedingly unlikely to embark on a conquest 

of Western Europe whether or not we maintained our current military 

posture, but - because of the military posture we maintain - if a war 

broke out,as the result of a border incident or an uprising in Eastern 

Germany, it WQuld be likely to escalate and to end up with an exchange 

of strategic atomic strikes between America and Russia. 

Presumably only conventional weapons would be used at the outset of 

such a war. At some point during the see-saw of fighting Russia might 
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be · tempted hm·;rever to send her troops in hot pursuit across the pre-war 

boundary and they might penetrate deep into T-7estern territory. In case of 

a deep penetration of \·!estern Europe by Russian troops our plans call 

for the use of tactical weapons not only against troops in combat v7hich 

have penetrated the pre-war boundary but also against the lines of communi 

cations of the Russians in Eastern Germany, Poland and Russia, herself. 

If, conversely, certain NATO units were to penetrate into Eastern Germany 

the Russians would presumably bomb communication lines in ~-!estern Europe 

including the ports where American troops disembark. Because the size 
"!J~'I-- ~ gf;;; ..-...wu. :l __.._ 

of tactical bombs ranges all the way from one kiloton to .. seve:r:;;rt hundred ---
kilotons, there is no substantial gap between v7here tactical bombings 

end and where strategic bombings begin. Thus, a war that neither America 

nor Russia v7anted could easily end up in an all-·out atomic vvar between 

them. 

The risk that such a -v;rar in Europe might end up in an all-out atomic 

-vmr is the price that w_~_/ are .Paying for maintaining our present military 
"l-va.-1-' ~ .... ....,z:.;j ·k.r&:l'' ; * L r~-z-.-z--? P1 .;;!·rr .. h-vr-- ~/t-:~ .vc 

posture 4 _ ~ice to pay for dete~g Russia from something 

that she -vmuldn' t be likely to do anyvmy. 

A meaningful agreement on arms control based on the concept of the 

minimal deterrent 'l;·muld limit not only the number of the strategic bombs 

retained, but also the number, as \¥ell as the size, of the tactical bombs 

retained. The size of these bombs might be limited to one kiloton and 

America, as \tJell as Russia, might each be limited to perhaps 300 such 

bombs. 

The total tonnage of the tactical bombs retained by either side would 

thus amount to only a few percent of the total tonnage of the strategic 

bombs retained by them, still it -vmuld amount to about ten percent of the 

tonnage of high explosives dropped during the last -v·mrld war. 

By establishing a vdde gap bet\veen the size of the tactical bombs 
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retained, one kiloton, and the size of the strategic bombs retained, 

presumably~about one megaton or larger, one may establish a clear distinc
/ 

tion between bombs which might be used against troops in combat and bombs 

which have been retained only to be used in a counterblow, in retaliation 

for a strategic strike. ~{ h _/n-r--·vh.-v~'~- /-4.-:v---t--;J/6 ~~ ~~-'1-?J~,;z:--
America ought to resolv~~t to ; use 1 tactical bombs if there is a 

'/L t:.- I~ 
war in Europe) except in case of a 100 mile deep penetration of Western 

.~L 
Europe by Russian troops an~~ use them only within the Western 

side of the pre-war boundary - as long as Russia imposes similar limi

tations upon herself. Then, if a war were to start in Europe which 

neither America nor Russia wanted it would not be likely to end up with 

an exchange of strategic strikes between America and Russia. 

Even the limited numbers of tactical bombs retained could have 

an important effect on the course of the war,if such a war were to break 

out in Europe,and their effect might be to slow down the war and stabaize 
provid~~ 

a front across Europe /¥if America and Russia imp.osed upon themselves 

ftlajcjt/i/cjafl! jajtjojrrfjjcj fclc/rr/rfs/ /t:/ci the restraints 
I 

~ If Russian troops were to cross in 

and were to penetrate one hundred miles 

spelled out above . 
.(~4/r/~~ 

hot ;urusit~ne pre-war boundary 

deep into vlestern Europe, with 

America in possession of tactical bombs, the Russians could not very 

well mass troops and conventional armor at any point in front of the 

American defense line in sufficient strength to break through that line. 
_Co~ 

rlrussia couLd gain the same advantage from her possession of tactical 

bombs if certain NATO units were to cross the pre-war boundary and pene-

trate one hundred miles deep into Eastern Europe. The fear that atomic 

bombs might be dropped on troops,massed for a breakthrough,would tend to 

stabilize a front across Europe, giving time for tempers to cool and for 

ending the war by a settlement. 
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be likely to 

No agreement providing for arms control, wouldrwithstand the strain of 

a protracted war in Europe, however. 

Saturation Parity 

In the last few years, Russia has steadily proceeded with t .\e 

building of submarines capable of launching rockets and with the harden

ing of her long-range rocket bases which are located on R~ssian territory. 

It is clear that/ in time
1

Russia must reach the point where her "residual 

striking capacity" would be large enough to demolish all of America 1 .~ 

sizeable cities. At that point Russia will have achieved pa~ity of 

saturation. Russia can now reach saturation parity, at a mod,tst economic 
~ 

sacrifice, within a very few years. 

General Le May said, in a major speech, reported in the WASHINGTON 

POST of December 18, 1963, that those, who argue that the United States 

has an extensive over-kill, favor cutting American strategic striking 

forces so they would only be capable of hitting cities. He said that 

such a reduced force, would leave the United States too weak "to dentroy 

the enemy's nuclear forces before they destroy us, 11 and that America's 

maintainence of"superior counterforce strength"gives American policy 

makers the widest range of credible options for controlled responses to 

aggression at any level. 

General Le May, this paid off during the Berlin and 

Cuban crises where the United States forced Russia to back down and won 

her political objectives, because the Russians knew that the United 

States had a clear margin of strategic nuclear strength. 

I do not propose to take issue with General Le May at this point, 

except to say that the "deterrent effect" of America's margin of 
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of strategic nuclear strength obviously comes to an end when the 

striking forces of the Soviet Union reach saturation parity with those 

of the United States. If our "margin11 was in fact responsible for Russia's 

yielding in the Berlin and Cuban crises , then if another similar crisis 

were to occur, after Russia reaches saturation parity, we would no 

longer have any reason to expect that Russia would yield always. 

Had Russia not yielded in the Cuban crisis of October, 1962, and 

had her ships continued on their course to Cuba, in defiance of America 1 s 

proclamation of a partial naval blockade of that island, American war

ships would have sunk Russian ships. No one can say how far escalation 

would have gone and whether Russia, being unable to resist America in 

the Caribbean, would have retaliated els~here, perhaps in Europe. 

General Le May believes that if it nad come to an armed clash in 

the Cuban crisis, because of the superio~ity of our strategic striking 

forces the Russians would have put an end to escalation, at some point 

along the line. 

But even if one were to accept this view one could still not pre-

diet which of the two countries would take the first step to halt escala-

tion, if a similar clash were to occur a few years hence, in the symme-

trical situation of saturation parity. And, if it is no longer possible 

to say who would put an end to escalation, then also one cannot predict 

just how far escalation might go. In saturation parity, escalation might 

go to the point where all of America's and all of Russia's cities of 

over ·1.00,000 _g_Jt <!.e~olished :.-1' _ / .. · ~~~ 6 
/)pz.~/1.-~-;~ f ?7 ... //1/1-'7"'?!.--7-..,t-,;,r-~-t, /:JO-e:--' ~ ~ /"" ~~ 

~ (,L~,.Y· ""J-e..e_,.,.v-?-')~ ~ * * * 

Let us consider now how saturation parity may be expected to affect 

our allies in general and Western Germany, in particular: 

Let us ask ourselves, for example, what would have happened if 

there had occurred a few years ago a major uprising in Eastern Germany 
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against the established government and if substantial units of armed 

West German volunteers had moved into East Germany to assist the insurgent! 

Presumably at first one would not have known with certainty whether these 

volunteers were acting with the tacit approval, and active participation, 

of the Hest German Government, or whether they were acting against its 

wishes, and in disregard of its orders. Had such a contingency occurred 

a few years ago, the odds are that America would have extended protection 

to West Germany against the strategic striking forces of Russia, on the 

ground that America must prevent the destruction of West German military 

power. America would have been likely to extend such protection to 

West Germany whether Germany was, or was not, the aggressor, and if there 

had .been any doubt on that score, Germany would have been given the 

benefit of the doubt. 

If a contingency of this sort were to occur in the years to come, 

and if the Russians were to fear that the clash might escalate into 

an all-out atomic war, they might decide to knock West Germany out of 

the war by dropping, all at once, between five and ten hydrogen bombs, 

on West German cities. Having done this, Russia would then be in the 

position to speak to America as follows: 

"German aggression forced us to do what we did, lest the 
clash of arms escalate into an all-out atomic war, which neither 
Russia nor America want. We realize that America could now res
pond by demolishing one Russian city after another, but for every 
Russian city that America may demolish Russia would demolish one 
American city. Let's be rational about this. What has happened, 
has happened; let's see now where we go from here. Russia 
does not intend to occupy any ~Jest German territory and she is 
willing to put up a few percent of her industrial output to 
help rebuild the cities of Hest Germany provided her contri
bution is matched, dollar-for-dollar, by America." 

The Russians would hardly assume that the Americans would respond 

in a rational fashion if they were to drop bombs on American cities but, 

in the contingency described above, they might, rightly or wrongly, 
ed only 

expect a rational response, if they Pt-FP/ fP/ demolish/ German cities fand 
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ed 

fol~~/~d refrain/from extending their attack to America's own territory. 

The nations of Europe are becoming gradually aware of the 

situation they will face in saturation parity and they are beginning to 

ask themselves whether they may not have to maintain each a strategic 
their 

striking force under its own control in order to safeguardfifijs own 

security. 

Few people contemplate with equanimity the possibility that Germany 

may acquire a substantial atomic striking force. There are those in 

America who believe that we might keep Germany from wanting to have such 

a striking force under her own control, by setting up a strategic 

striking force under the joint control of America and Germany, with 

perhaps a few other nations joining in. The mutilateral strategic 

striking force under discussion would be equipped with two hundred 

Polaris missiles enough to demolish two hundred cities, if all of 

them were to reach their target, yet it would not give the Germans 

what they need in saturation parity, as long as America can veto the 

use of this force. There is reason to believe that the Germans propose 

to participate in it only because they assume that it may be possible 

for them to get rid of the veto. 

The creation of such a strategic striking force would make it 

possible to endow l·Jest Germany, by the mere stroke of a pen, with a strik

ing force of her own, a force corresponding perhaps in size to the finan-
Americans 

cial stake that Germany would have in the joint force. Those/who advo-

cate the setting up of such a joint force,in order to keep the Germans 

from having a force under their control,follow the principle of the 

lesser evil. Following this same principle could lead to transferring 

to Germany control of a part of the joint force later on, if the Germans should 
~~k~/kP/proclaim that they would otherwise build a substantial striking 

force of their own. 
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It is doubtful t~~t control over atomic bombs can be kept from the 

Germans by a gadget like the multilateral nuclear striking force, or for 

that matter by any gadget, and it is probably true that in the long 

run it would be impossible to prevent the proliferation of atomic bombF 

if saturation parity were to prevail. 
J( $ iii> ,;:sa JJ• 

Under an agreement bas 'a on the concept of the "minimal deterrent" 

which would leave Russia in possession of say, twelve bombs and rockets. 

Russia would put herself at a disadvantage if, in the contingency dis

,cussed above, she were to use up, five to ten of her twelve bombs and 

rockets in a "first strike" against German cities. If she were to 

do this, she would have only two to seven bombs and rockets left, in 
, forty 

comparison to the t~t#ffot~bombs and rockets retained by i~erica and 

she would therefore put herself to a disadvantage in the crisis that 

would follow her attack. In this sense an agreement limiting Russia 

to twelve bombs and rockets would provide protection to the cities of 

our allies in Western Europe, but this would be true only if we could 

be reasonably certain that Russia ~secretly retain say another 

twelve strategic bombs and rockets which are operational, or could be 

made operational on short notice. The measures of inspection instituted 

at the outset of the agreement would not be likely to give us any cer-
initially 

tainty in this rega~d ~ecause, I~P~~~t we would have to be satisfied 

with ~ 0~~ect ~~ fjJfnPWJilliJtt~"'Mbl assurance ){ 

that ~~vc. ~~.o~cc;li,Y ,[.eJ:i:i~ a ~tJ.itine .{o;ge .!Y~Eh<>ep~~ t:,o"-

?<t gae!?.!Ebgf 3e tf!JXtegJ=~HPJ.Qc;_,.:g;t=!;g.g Y:?Rj f
0 

cwr0 g.pYal 2-E~ i§ne_ 

~2~F~st· 
f V V V v , / v -

_,, .. 4-o--,:L 

It is therefore necessary to explore witether measures of inspection 

of th~ kkn4 wftieh would provide our allies with the protection they need 
~ :w •. h4#~~ fvv<--i-/'-7r~ / 

(~ld be acceptable to Russia. 
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!n an extended conversation which I had with Chairman Khrushchev 

in October.of 1960, I said that even if Russia were willing to admit 

international inspectors in unlimited numbers it would not be possible 

for us to be sure that there would not remain a few bombs and rockets 

hidden somewhere in Russia which are operational, or could be made 

operational very quickly. I told Khrushchev that I believed that the 

Soviet Government could reassure the world in this regard only if they 

were to create conditions in which we could rely on a Soviet citizen 

reporting secret violations of the agreement to an international 

authority. ) 
(, ~ . t Rhurshehev got the point, d.Ji got it fully and his answer was 

' ~-? gratifying. ;(! would not attach as much significance to this as I do, 

if I had not accidentally discovered in December of the same year 

when I attended the Pugwash meeting in Moscow in December, that some 

of our collegues of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, scheduled to attend 

this meeting, had been given a detailed report of my conversation with 

Chairman Khrushchev. in this report, Khrushchev was quoted to have 

said to me that, for the sake of making general disarmament acceptable 

to the United States, the Soviet Government would give serious considera

tion to creating conditions which would make it possible for the Western 

countries to rely on a Soviet citizen reporting violations of the 

disarmament agreement to an international authority. 

After the Pugwash meeting, I stayed on in Moscow for about a 

month and had numerous private conversations with our Russian collegues. 

I wanted to discover most of all whether the Soviet Government could, 

if it wanted to, create conditions in which the world could rely on 

Russian citizens reporting violations of the disarmament agreement. I 

finally concluded that this would not be easy but that it would be done, 

provided the arms control agreement offered Russia a substantial increase 
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in her security and permitted the Soviet Government to divert substantial 

funds from armament to ather uses. 
~ ~,'.-£,/1-.t~ 

I belie~~hat it would be much easier to get the Soviet Government 

to accept very far-reaching measures of inspection for the sake of 
makes sense to the~ accept 

obtaining an objective that f:Jfi¢tlf¢¢.l-J.-tlfl¢.'/lf:.,v then to get them to ¢-if¢¢ 

f:.¢ quite limited measures of inspection for the sake of any "first steps" 
clirec t 

which would not offer any major t¢¢¢¢t¢.f:.¢ benefits to Russia. 

* * 
Speaking before the Economic Club of New York on November 18, 1963, 

Secretary McNamara stated that we have now more than 500 operational 

long-range ballistic missiles and are planning to increase their number 

to over 1700 by 1966. In addition, we have to-day over 500 bombers on 

quick-reaction ground alert. In his speech, McNamara refers to the 

"damage-limiting capability of our numerically superior forces", which 

I take to mean our capability of making massive attacks against Russia 1 s 

strategic air bases and rocket bases of known location. 

It is my contention that we will not be able to negotiate a mean

ingful agreement on arms control until we are willing to give up what 

General LeMay calls our 11capability to destroy the enemy's forces 

before they destroy us 11 and that by giving it up we would gain more 

then what we would lose. 

If I were given an opportunity to cross-examine General Le May, I 

would ask him in what contingencies he has in mind when he speaks of 
11 destroying the enemy's nuclear forces before they destroy us. 11 It would 

then turn out that while we could invoke the 11 damage-limiting capability 
massive 

of our numerically superior forces 11 by making a f.P.flflfof:t. attack against 

Russia's strategic air fields and rocket sites of known location in 

certain conceivable contingencies, these contingencies are .~ved 
/J'~pr-ff 

and ace v&r y unlikely to occur. 
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The 11 damage-limiting capability of our numerically superior forces" 
~____) 

might~ve a certain marginal value in the least probable contingencies, 

but if a war broke out which neither Russia nor America wanted then 

our capability of making a sudden massive attack against Russia's 

rocket-launching sites of known location would render an escalation of 

the war more likely rather than less likely. For if the superiority of 

our strategic striking forces is anywhere as great as General Le May 

claims then if war broke out the Russians might fear at some point that 
' ' 

our next move would be the waging of a massive strike against the!r -£~~ ~ 
at that point ~ ..... 1..--u<: 4 ~~7! 

rocket bases of known location and/they ~t ~~t~~Pt~unch ~P.ktt! 

rockets from all of their bases which are vulnerable to an attack ap~/ 

~PI flfa.I.J.Iut.N /tfl/2f:a/ against our cities and the cit~:v~,.-~ur allies • 

. There is no need to belabor this poin~ because the kind of 

superiority of our strategic striking forces of which General Le May 

speaks is at best a vanishing asset, which will not exist tomorrow. 

Within a few years now we shall have saturation parity and in that 

situation Russia will no longer have to fear a massive strike against 

her rocket bases of known location.~ saturation parity- as far 

as the strategic striking forces are concerned - America and Russia 
~...-.--..<.__ // ' 

will find themselves in a fully sym.metrical situation ,;Iheref r re4 ~ f/t--t~o 
"~-r.Zt2_ 
~he only meaningful choice before us is between the symmetrical situation 

of saturation parity, in which both America and Russia maintain strategic 

striking forces at a high level, and another symmetrical situation in 

which they both maintain strategic striking forces at a "minimal level.n 

More and more people within the Administration realize that it 

would be futile and increasingly dangerous to continue to use our 

strategic striking forces as a deterrent, the way we used them in the 
used 

past, and that these forces must be jr~ only for the purpose of 
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threatening a counterblow in case of an atomic attack directed a~ains_t {; 

our territory. Those who take this position ace inevttablyfV:J/~;e /~ ~ , 
at realizing 
/~qqqU~~~~q~~~~~/that both America and Russia would gain rather than 

lose in security by reducing their straEgic striking forces from the 
r If level of saturation to the level of the ~inimal deterrent. 

* ~ v. is to 

--un-dertake-a-reduction of her strategie s-t rikhtg fu:t: ees to a- 'htinima-1 -
/~v-.,.~r~ 

..-l-m>e1 11and under what conditions would she(Want to have an agreement 
,~~tr,...,. .. ~ o.-... ,-.. ~~·t76-a- _::. 

based on this concep7 strongly enough to be prepared to pay the 

price in terms of the measures of inspection needed. 

I think that Russia would have no great desire to enter into such 

an agreement unless she could be sure that it would not be necessary 

for her later on to abrogate the agreement and to rebuild her atomic 

striking forces so to speak from scratch. Thus, Russia would have to 

be convinced that Germany is not going to have under her own control 
would not build 

an atomic striking force, and, also that China /c/dtil/C/ /riel li/rlcY:t:/c/e/C/. /tid 

/r/e/f/r/a/1/r¥ /f/r/clrr/ /rlu/WC/i/rigj a substantial atomic striking force of her own. 

I do not know what it would take to induce China to forego having 
atomic bombs 1s 

/8/ fsftlrfaltlelgji/::1 /aft/o/ir/ilcl /s/t/r/iMilrVgj /f/olr/c/e, but it /s/e/e/rr/s/ conceivable that China 

might be willing to go along with an agreement on arms control that 

would leave America and Russia in possession of minimal strategic 

striking forces, provided that in return America would agree not to 

resort to the use of either strategic, or tactical, atomic bombs in 

the Far East and Southeast Asia, and to set up an atom-free zone 

that would include these areas. 

There are those who say that America could not agree to forego 

the use of atomic bombs in the Pacific because it might be necessary 

to use atomic bombs in the defense of Formosa. 
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Quite similar views were voiced at the Disarmament Conference of 

the League of Nations which was held in Geneva in the 1930's. At issue 

at this conference was the elimination of the bomber plane · from the 

national arsenals and the outlawing of bombing from the air. At one 

point during the negotiations, Anthony Eden, who was at that time a 

civil servant, told the Conference that His Majesty's Government could 

not be a · party to the outlawing of bombing from the air. He said that, 

from time to ti.me, the Royal Air Force is engaged in the bombing of 

the mud huts of the unruly tribes on the Northern frontier of India 

and that this was the only effective way to keep these tribes from 

making periodic incursions into Indian territory. Some people have no 

sense of proportions. 

* 
It is probably true that 'tve cannot have general disarmament without 

also having a far-reaching political settlement. The conclusion of an 

agreement providing for arms control based on the concept of the minimal 

deterrent need not await however a political settlement in Europe, or 

elsewhere. Moreover, in view of our current estimates of Russia's 

military manpower and resources we need no longer insist that the 

reduction of the number of 4~9¢¥¢ bombs and rockets to a minimal level 

must be accompanied by the reduction of the conventionally-armed forces. 

Rather, we may rely on economic considerations to limit the armies main

tained by the nations of Europe, including Russia. 

The reduction of the strategic striking forces to the level spelled 

out above need not take place at the very outset of the agreement, all 

at once, but there would have to be substantial step-by-step reductions 

to intermediate levels soon after the agreement goes into force. vlhat 

matters is not so much in what steps, and just how fast, a reduction of 
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the strategic striking force takes place, but rather whether America and 

Russia are in full agreement on the level of the "minimal" striking fm~ces 

which would be retained under the agreement. 

In these circumstances, Russia and America could enter into conver-

sations aimed at reaching a meeting of the minds on the reduction of the 

number of atomic bombs and rockets to a minimal level and could there-

after seek the concurrence of the other nations, including Ge~many and 

China. 

If these conversations were carried far enough to convince the 

Russians that an agreement could be negotiated without running into any 

major hitches, then the Russians might ¢¢r¢¢!P~~fY accept a production 

cut-off in bombs and rockets even before an agreement based on the 

minimal deterrent is fully spelled out, with the i's dotted and the 

t' s crossed. 

* ·'· " * 
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